Cardiovascular reactivity and plasma prolactin response to mental stress in normals and hypertensives.
Central dopaminergic activity (CDA) may be involved in blood pressure control as a negative modulator of sympathetic outflow. In this study the plasma PRL changes produced by mental stress (a colour-word conflict test, CWT) were investigated in normals (NT, n.15) and stable hypertensives (HT, n.16) and the PRL response, as a possible index of CDA was correlated to the cardiovascular and the plasma renin activity (PRA) responses as indexes of peripheral sympathetic outflow. A significant (p less than 0.05) slight decrease in mean values of PRL was observed in normals after the CWT but no change was found in hypertensives. No correlation was found between the PRL responses to CWT and the maximal mean arterial pressure changes or the PRA changes whether the groups were considered separately or together. These findings indicates that PRL does not appear to be a reliable index of the CDA involved in blood pressure control.